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1997 Peterbilt 379 EXHD
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Our Price $0
Specifications:

Year:  1997  

VIN:  423728  

Make:  Peterbilt  

Model/Trim:  379 EXHD  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Exterior:  Red  

Interior:  Tan  

Mileage:  925,000  

Truck Type:  Semi - Daycab Conventional

Rebuilt Pre Emission Day Cab
Peterbilt 379 EXHD
1997 - Elog Exempt
Cat Powered -  595 HP 
3406E - 5EK
3 Stage Engine Brake
1.3M Odometer Miles
925K ECM Miles
15 Speed Eaton Fuller
265 Wheelbase
355 Ratio
12K Front /  38K Rear Axle
Air Ride Suspension
24.5 Rubber
(2) 150 Gallon Fuel Tanks
Strapless Air Cleaners
No Blow By or Leaks
18 Feet Back of Cab to End of Frame
Serviced Ready for Work

Really beautiful truck. Has new drop visor, bumper, new grill, new
rubber all around, frame sandblasted, painted, new seats, show
polished and detailed. Overhauled and tuned. 
Note: This truck used to be a sleeper and has been converted to day
cab. While hauling metal the load shifted and damaged the sleeper.
You'll notice the professionally added body on the back of the cab
enclosing where the sleeper cut out used to be. Due to this the title is
rebuilt. It impacts no function or takes away from the appearance of the
overall truck and is one of the nicests day cabs we have sold. 
To see if this rig is available check out our website. There you sign up
for text message alerts of our inventory postings or follow us on
instagram @bigcityrigsales - www.BigCityRigs.com - 801.889.0714 -
Dealer 225B
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Installed Options

The Detailed Equipment Information is limited in scope, and Big City Rigs (BCR) has not inspected any aspects or components of the equipment other than those expressly set forth

herein. Unless expressly stated, we make no representations or warranties, express or implied, concerning the equipment or its components, including without limitation any

representations or warranties concerning functionality, conformity or compliance with any safety standard or requirement of any applicable authority or regulatory body, fitness for

any particular purpose, or merchantability. You are strongly advised to perform your own detailed inspection of the equipment prior to purchasing.
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